
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY POST EDITING SERVICES

Photo Editing Service, ShootDotEdit, provides wedding photography edit services for the professional wedding and
portrait photographer. ShootDotEdit: Wedding Photographer Post Production and Color Correction. LOG IN Â· SIGN UP
NOW.

First off, I found their website rather unclear and illogical to navigate. Meaning, unlike most weddings editing
companies, one retoucher is in charge of all your jobs. Why Outsource? In fact, confidentiality is so important
to us that several VIPs and local celebrities choose to work with us for delicate photo editing. You may also
add the sample images you want to receive as a result, mark out the areas you need to retouch, and write what
exactly you want to change and what things not to touch. Thank you for your support â€” Mark. Fortunately
the ShootDotEdit tutorials for all their photo editing services are well documented. Think killer portfolio
shots. The final photo after this wedding photo editing is definitely worth its rate. Focus on what matters!
Perhaps if I had taken the time to work with them, I could have gotten somewhere. Times when your retoucher
crops out an unsightly object may be the times you want to include it. The price is a bit more expensive than
other companies, but you get more for your money. You will also get a quick status report and always be in
the loop with what happens. This way, all your weddings look similar and if any communication is required,
you can email or Skype directly your editor. A Signature Edit represents the best of both worlds, merging your
original vision with the power of our creative team. Here are the ones I have tried so far. We, therefore,
provide you with a custom Color Correction service that is based on your personal style. If you love the
energy and excitement of shooting weddings but loathe the time spent behind your desk editing the photos,
outsourcing is for you. However, I was never quite happy with how the pictures looked. Evolve Edits was
born. What drew me to them was their pricing. Our photo editors will sort through all your images to find
exactly the best examples. Fortunately enough, retouching companies exist and can lighten if not remove that
part of the job entirely. No need to go through multiple persons without really receiving the same answer.
Whilst you may want your image editor to try and replicate your current style as closely as possible, you may
on the other hand ask them to try something different. Either you hire an associate photographer to shoot for
you, or you outsource the time-consuming elements of your business to someone else. Total control over the
process â€” You will be in direct contact with your editor so you can offer feedback, request changes and
communicate exactly what you need. We all know how difficult it is to show raw files to someone, especially
when our work is far from perfect technically. Once the optional Style Match is complete, you can submit
your images to be colour corrected as normal, choosing optional extras as appropriate to each job. It is a really
time-saving effective option. Even though they strive to provide the same editor per client, you never actually
know who is editing your work. Incidentally, the turnaround speeds at ShootDotEdit during my review were
excellent and one of the other reasons so many other photographers love their service. We are photographers.
Despite asking for a pure black point, I received images with a pulled black point on all images. I want to
insist on the fact that this is my experience and my experience only. Then come the culling and editing.
Thankfully, ShootDotEdit delivers class-leading customer support which is personal and tailored to each
client, making the streamlining of your post production smooth and efficient. Every step will be conducted
under your guidelines and important wishes about picture quality criteria. It should also be noted that
ShootDotEdit offers one manager and point of contact per client, but multiple editors. You may even shoot
maternity, newborn, high school senior and other portrait related work too. We have our own in-house team
that we carefully supervise so we can offer high quality services and full confidentiality. Color correction is
one thing, but I like my pictures to have more dimension. Even for the purposes of this review, trying to get to
their pricing and services whilst I was logged in proved very difficult.


